Building on [BH92, BFH00], we proved in [FH11] that every element ψ of the outer automorphism group of a finite rank free group is represented by a particularly useful relative train track map. In the case that ψ is rotationless (every outer automorphism has a rotationless power), we showed that there is a type of relative train track map, called a CT, satisfying additional properties. The main result of this paper is that the constructions of these relative train tracks can be made algorithmic. A key step in our argument is proving that it is algorithmic to check if an inclusion F ⊏ F ′ of φ-invariant free factor systems is reduced.
Introduction
An automorphism Φ of the rank n free group F n is typically represented by giving its effect on a basis of F n . Equivalently, if we identify the edges of the rose R n (the graph with one vertex * and n edges) with basis elements of F n , then Φ may be represented as a self homotopy equivalence of R n preserving * . In this paper, we are interested in outer automorphisms, that is we are interested in elements of the quotient Out(F n ) := Aut(F n )/Inn(F n ) of the automorphism group Aut(F n ) of F n by its subgroup Inn(F n ) of inner automorphisms. Since outer automorphisms are defined only up to conjugation, the base point loses its special role and φ ∈ Out(F n ) is typically represented as a self homotopy equivalence of R n that is not required to fix * . More generally it is also typical to take advantage of the flexibility gained by representing φ as a self homotopy equivalence f : G → G of a marked graph G, i.e. a graph G equipped with a homotopy equivalence µ : R n → G. The marking identifies the fundamental group of G with F n , but only up to conjugation. In an analogy with linear maps, representing φ as f : G → G corresponds to writing a linear map in terms of a particular basis.
In [BH92] , Bestvina-Handel showed that every element of Out(F n ) has a representation as a relative train track map, that is a representation f : G → G as above but with strong properties. In the analogy with linear maps, a relative train track map corresponds to a normal form. [BH92] goes on to use relative train track maps to solve the Scott conjecture: the rank of the fixed subgroup of an element of Aut(F n ) is at most n. Further applications spurred the further development of the theory of relative train tracks. See for example, [BFH00] where improved relative train tracks (IRTs) were used to show that Out(F n ) satisfies the Tits alternative or [FH09] where completely split relative train tracks (CTs) were used to classify abelian subgroups of Out(F n ).
CTs are relative train tracks that were designed to satisfy the properties that have proven most useful (to us) for investigating elements of Out(F n ). For the definition, see [FH11, Definition 4.7]. Not every φ ∈ Out(F n ) is represented by a CT, but all rotationless (see Definition 3.1) elements are. This is not a big restriction since there is a specific M > 0 depending only on n (see Corollary 3.10) such that φ M is rotationless. The main result of this paper is that it is algorithmic to find a CT for a rotationless φ ∈ Out(F n ). We believe that CTs will be of general use in approaching algorithmic questions about Out(F n ). Verifying that CTs can be constructed algorithmically is a first step in that process. Theorem 1.1. Suppose that φ ∈ Out(F n ) is rotationless and that C is a nested sequence of φ-invariant free factor systems. Then there is an algorithm that produces a CT f : G → G that represents φ and whose filtration F realizes C.
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show that it is algorithmic to find other objects that are useful in the analysis of a CT, e.g. the set of indivisible (periodic) Nielsen paths (see Section 2.1 for the definition) and the set of Nielsen classes of principal vertices (Definition 3.3). We algorithmically construct a finite graph S(f ) with an immersion S(f ) → G that records all fixed 1 conjugacy classes of φ in the sense that a closed circuit σ ⊂ G is Nielsen iff σ lifts to S(f ). More generally, we record all non-repelling fixed points in ∂F n of principal representatives of φ in the sense that there is a finite-type graph S N (f ) (a finite graph S 0 union finitely many rays) with and immersion to G and with the property that a ray in G represents a non-repelling fixed point iff an end of the ray lifts to S N (f ). If we subdivide S N (f ) at the pre-image of the vertex set of G then the edges of S N (f ) are labeled by the edges of G. The graph S N (f ) is recursively constructible in that the finite graph S 0 can be found algorithmically and, for each ray R, there is a given finite edge path σ R in S 0 ∩ R so that σ R · f # (σ R ) · f 2 # (σ R ) · . . . lifts to R E . (Again, see Section 2.1 for notation.)
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is in Section 6. It relies heavily on our paper [FH11] and, more specifically, on the proof of Theorem 4.28 of [FH11] which states that every rotationless outer automorphism of F n is represented by a CT. We strongly recommend that the reader have a copy of [FH11] handy while reading the current one. We will also rely on [FH11] for complete references. Much of the proof of [FH11, Theorem 4.28] is already algorithmic and the main work in the current paper is to make algorithmic the parts of that proof that are not explicitly algorithmic. In fact, there are only three places in the proof of Theorem 4.28 where non-algorithmic arguments are given. The first has to do with relative train track maps for general elements of Out(F n ). In this case there is an underlying algorithm to the arguments and we make it explicit in Sections 2 and 3.
The second part of the proof to be made algorithmic involves checking whether the filtration by invariant free factor systems induced by the given filtration by invariant subgraphs is reduced. This requires new arguments and is carried out in Section 4. The main result of Section 4 is captured in Corollary 1.2 below, which we believe to be of independent interest. Although we present this result as a corollary of Theorem 1.1, a stand-alone proof could be given using the methods in Section 4; see in particular Proposition 4.9. These methods are in turn key ingredients in the proof of the Theorem 1.1.
Recall that if F 1 ⊏ F 2 are ψ-invariant free factor systems then ψ is said to be fully irreducible relative to F 1 ⊏ F 2 if for all k ≥ 1 there are no ψ k -invariant free factor systems properly contained between F 1 and F 2 . Equivalently, if φ is a rotationless iterate of ψ then there are no φ-invariant free factor systems properly contained between F 1 and F 2 ; see [FH11, Lemma 3.30].
Corollary 1.2. There is an algorithm with input an irreducible ψ ∈ Out(F n ) and ψ-invariant free factor systems F 1 ⊏ F 2 and output YES or NO depending on whether or not ψ is fully irreducible relative to F 1 ⊏ F 2 . In the case that ψ is not fully irreducible, k ≥ 1 and a ψ k -invariant free factor system that is properly contained between F 1 and F 2 are found.
Proof. Construct a CT f : G → G with filtration ∅ = G 0 ⊂ G 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ G N = G for a rotationless φ = ψ M with M as in Corollary 3.10 in which F 1 ⊏ F 2 are realized by core subgraphs G r ⊂ G t . Then, by defining property (Filtration) of a CT, ψ is fully irreducible relative to F 1 ⊏ F 2 if there are no core subgraphs G s properly contained between G r and G t . If there is such a subgraph then its associated free factor system is properly contained between F 1 and F 2 . Remark 1.3. In the special case that F 1 = ∅, Corollary 1.2 is an algorithm for checking if ψ is fully irreducible. Our algorithm in this special case is different from the ones given in [Kap14] and [CMP] .
The third and final part of the proof of [FH11, Theorem 4.28] needed to be made algorithmic requires a new fixed point result (Lemma 5.5) allowing us to properly attach the terminal endpoints of NEG edges; this takes place in Section 5.
We include some sample applications of Theorem 1.1 -most already known. In Proposition 7.7, we give another proof of the result of Bogopolski and Maslakova [BM] that it is algorithmic to compute Fix(Φ) for Φ ∈ Aut(F n ). The proof of Proposition 7.7 is in Section 7.
We end this introduction with one more application; we reprove a result of Ilya Kapovich [Kap00] that it is algorithmic to tell if a given φ ∈ Out(F n ) is hyperbolic. The Kapovich result is stronger in that φ is only assumed to be an injective endomorphism. After reviewing relevant definitions, we recall in Proposition 1.5 some conditions equivalent to φ being hyperbolic. The Kapovich result is then reproved in Corollary 1.6. Definition 1.4. An outer automorphism φ ∈ Out(F n ) is hyperbolic if for some N > 0 and λ > 1, λ α ≤ max{ φ N (α) , φ −N (α) } for all non-trivial conjugacy classes α in F n . We say φ is atoroidal if φ has no nontrivial periodic conjugacy classes. Φ ∈ Aut(F n ) is hyperbolic if for some N > 0 and λ > 1, λ|a| ≤ max{|Φ N (a)|, |Φ −N (a)|} for all non-trivial a in F n . Here · and | · | denote respectively reduced word length and word length with respect to a fixed basis for F n . The mapping torus M Φ of Φ ∈ Aut(F n ) is the group with presentation F n , t | tat −1 = Φ(a) for each a ∈ F n . Proposition 1.5. Let Φ ∈ Aut(F n ) represent φ ∈ Out(F n ). The following are equivalent.
(1) φ is atorodal.
(2) φ is hyperbolic.
(3) Φ is hyperbolic.
(4) M Φ is hyperbolic.
Proof.
(1) =⇒ (2) is Brinkmann [Bri00] . We give a different proof in the appendix of the current paper. (2) =⇒ (3) follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [BFH97] . (3) =⇒ (4) is a consequence of the first corollary of Section 5 of [BF92] . (4) =⇒ (1) since otherwise M Φ contains Z 2 .
Corollary 1.6 ([Kap00]; see also [Dah, page 2]). There is an algorithm with input φ ∈ Out(F n ) that outputs YES or NO depending on whether or not φ is hyperbolic.
Proof. Construct a CT f : G → G for a φ M with M as in Corollary 3.10. By Proposition 1.5, φ is hyperbolic iff φ is atoroidal. By Lemma 7.4(2), φ is atoroidal if and only if S(f ) has no circuits and this can be checked algorithmically; see Remark 7.3.
Relative train track maps in the general case
In this section we revisit three existence theorems for relative train track maps representing arbitrary φ ∈ Out(F n ), rotationless or not. The original statements of these results did not mention algorithms and the original proofs did not emphasize their algorithmic natures. In this section we give the algorithmic versions of two of these results; see Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. The third existence result that we revisit is [FH11, Theorem 2.19] which is in the current paper is reproduced as Theorem 2.4. We will need the algorithmic version of Theorem 2.4 and its proof is postponed until Section 3.3 because the proof depends on consequences of Theorem 2.4 established in Section 3.
Rather than cut and paste arguments from [BH92] , [BFH00] and [FH11] into this paper, we will point the reader to specific sections in those papers and explain how they fit together to give the desired results. In some cases, we refer to arguments that occur in lemmas whose hypotheses are not satisfied in our current context. Nonetheless the arguments that we refer to will apply.
Some standard notation and definitions
In this section we recall the basic definitions of relative train track theory, assuming that the reader has some familiarity with this material. Identify F n with π 1 (R n , * ) where the rose R n is the graph with one vertex * and n edges. A graph is core if it is the union of its immersed circuits. A marked graph is a finite core graph G equipped with a homotopy equivalence µ : R n → G called the marking by which we identify Out(π 1 (G)) with Out(π 1 (R n )) and hence with Out(F n ). In this way, a homotopy equivalence f : G → G determines an element φ ∈ Out(F n ); we say that f : G → G represents φ. Conversely, each φ ∈ Out(F n ) is represented (non-uniquely) by a homotopy equivalence of any marked graph G. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the restriction of f to each edge of G is an immersion.
We denote the conjugacy class of a subgroup A of
} is a free factor system and each [A i ] is a component of that free factor system. For any marked graph G and subgraph C with components C 1 , . . . , C m , the fundamental group of each C i determines a well defined conjugacy class that we denote [C i ] and [C] := {[C 1 ], . . . , [C m ]} is a free factor system. We say that C ⊂ G realizes [C] . Every free factor system is realized by some subgraph of some marked graph. There is a partial order on free factor systems defined by
More generally, a subgroup system is a finite collection {[A 1 ], . . . , [A k ]} of distinct conjugacy classes of finitely generated non-trivial subgroups of F n with the property that A i is not conjugate into A j if i = j.
The conjugacy class [c] of c ∈ F n is carried by the subgroup system {[A 1 ], . . . , [A k ]} if c is conjugate to an element of some A i . Equivalently, the fixed points for the action of a conjugate of c on ∂F n are contained in some ∂A i . More generally if P, Q ∈ ∂A i then the F n -orbit of the line with endpoints P and Q is carried by
By [BFH00, Lemma 2.6.5], for each collection of conjugacy classes of elements and F n -orbits of lines there is a unique minimal (with respect to the above partial order) free factor system that carries them all. If that minimal free factor system is {[F n ]} then we say that the collection fills. In this context, we will treat a subgroup as the collection of conjugacy classes that it carries. In particular, it makes sense to talk about a subgroup system filling.
A filtration of a marked graph G is an increasing sequence of subgraphs
th stratum H r is the subgraph whose edges are contained in G r but not G r−1 . A homotopy equivalence f : G → G preserves the filtration if f (G r ) ⊂ G r for each G r . Assuming this to be the case and that the edges in H r have been ordered, the transition matrix M r associated to H r is the square matrix with one row and column for each edge of H r and whose ij th coordinate is the number of times that the f -image of the i th edge of H r crosses (in either direction) the j th edge of H r . After enlarging the filtration if necessary, we may assume that each M r is either the zero matrix or irreducible; we say that H r is a zero stratum or an irreducible stratum respectively. In the irreducible case, each M i has a PerronFrobenius eigenvalue λ r ≥ 1. The stratum H r is EG if λ r > 1 and is NEG if λ r = 1.
A (finite, infinite or bi-infinite) path in G is an immersion σ : J → G defined on an interval J such that the image of each end of J crosses infinitely many edges of G; equivalently, σ lifts to a proper map into the universal coverG. Subdividing at the full pre-image of the set V of vertices of G we view J as a simplicial complex and σ as a map that takes edges to edges and is one-to-one on the interior of each edge. In this way we view σ as an edge path; i.e. a concatenation of edges of G, where we allow the first and last to be partial edges if the endpoints are not at vertices. We do not distinguish between paths that have the same associated edge path and we often identify a path with its associated edge path. A path has height r if it is contained in G r but not G r−1 .
If σ is a path in G and f : G → G is a homotopy equivalence then f (σ) is homotopic, rel endpoints if any, to a path that we denote f # (σ). If paths σ 1 and σ 2 can be concatenated then we denote the concatenation by σ 1 σ 2 . A decomposition σ = . . . σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ m . . . of a path into subpaths is a splitting if f
If f k # (σ) = σ for some k ≥ 1 then σ is a periodic Nielsen path. If k = 1 then σ is a Nielsen path. If a (periodic) Nielsen path σ can not be written as the concatenation of non-trivial (periodic) Nielsen subpaths then it is indivisible. Two points in Fix(f ) are in the same Nielsen class if they bound a Nielsen path.
A direction at a point x ∈ G is a germ of finite paths with initial vertex x. If x is not a vertex then there are two directions at x. Otherwise there is one direction for each oriented edge based at x and we identify the direction with the oriented edge. A homotopy equivalence f : G → G induces a map Df from directions at x to directions at f (x). A turn at x is an unordered pair ( (RTT-i) Df maps directions in H r to directions in H r .
(RTT-ii) If σ ⊂ G r−1 is a non-trivial path with endpoints in
is a non-trivial path with endpoints in H r ∩ G r−1 .
Algorithmic proofs
The following theorem is modeled on [BH92, Theorem 5.12] which proves the existence of relative train track maps that satisfy an additional condition called stability. This property is algorithmically built into CTs at a later stage of the argument (see [FH11,
Step 1( EG Nielsen Paths) in Section 4.5] so we do not need it here. See also [DV96] .
Theorem 2.1. There is an algorithm that produces for each φ ∈ Out(F n ) a relative train track map f : G → G representing φ.
representative and filtration representing φ. For each EG stratum H r , let λ r ≥ 1 be the Perron-Frobenious eigenvalue of the transition matrix M r associated to H r . Let Λ(f ) be the set of (not necessarily distinct) λ r 's associated to EG strata H r of f : G → G, listed in non-increasing order. Say that f : G → G is bounded if there are at most 3n − 3 exponentially growing strata H r and if each λ r is the Perron-Frobenious eigenvalue of some irreducible matrix with at most 3n − 3 rows and columns. Note that if each vertex of G has valence at least 3 then f : G → G is bounded because G has at most 3n − 3 edges. Note also that if the set of all possible Λ(f )'s is ordered lexicographically, then any strictly decreasing sequence of Λ(f )'s associated to bounded f 's is finite. For f : G → G to be a relative train track map, each EG stratum H r must satisfy conditions (RTT-i), (RTT-ii) and (RTT-iii) listed in Section 2.1. It is a finite process to check if these conditions hold and so is a finite process to check if a given f : G → G is a relative train track map.
To begin the train track algorithm, choose any bounded f : G → G representing φ. For example, choose an automorphism Φ : F n → F n representing φ and let f : G → G be the corresponding homotopy equivalence of the rose R n . It suffices to show that if f : G → G is not a relative train track map then we can construct a bounded topological representativef :Ḡ →Ḡ with Λ(f ) < Λ(f ).
If H r satisfies (RTT-i) but not (RTT-iii) then there is a, not necessarily bounded, topological representative f
]. An algorithm that takes f ′ : G ′ → G ′ as input and produces a bounded topological representative 
and such that each EG stratum of f * : G * → G * satisfies (RTT-i) and (RTT-ii). Such an algorithm is described explicitly on pages 42 -45 of [BH92] using the operations 'core subdivision' and 'collapsing an inessential connecting path'.
Corollary 2.2. There is an algorithm that takes φ ∈ Out(F n ) and a nested sequence C = F 1 ⊏ F 2 ⊏ · · · ⊏ F m of φ-invariant free factor systems as input and produces a relative train track map f : G → G and filtration
Proof. The proof of this corollary is explicitly contained in the proof of [BFH00, Lemma 2.6.7] (even though the statement that lemma is weaker in that it assumes that C is a single free factor system). The first step of the proof of the lemma is to inductively construct a topological representative f : G → G and filtration
Then one applies the relative train track algorithm of Theorem 2.1 to promote f : G → G to a relative train track map.
The third existence theorem that needs discussion is [FH11, Theorem 2.19]. We first recall some notation that is used in its statement. (V) The endpoints of all indivisible periodic Nielsen paths are vertices.
(P) If a stratum H m ⊂ Per(f ) is a forest then there exists a filtration element
(Z) Each zero stratum H i is enveloped by an EG stratum H r . Each vertex in H i is contained in H r and has link contained in H i ∪ H r .
(NEG) The terminal endpoint of an edge in a non-periodic NEG stratum H i is periodic and is contained in a filtration element of height less than i that is its own core.
(F) The core of each filtration element is a filtration element.
Moreover, if C is a nested sequence of φ-invariant free factor systems then we may choose f : G → G so that for each
The proof that f : G → G as in Theorem 2.4 can be constructed algorithmically is contained in Section 3.3
Rotationless iterates
Every element of Out(F n ) has a rotationless iterate. Corollary 3.10 below gives an explicit bound on the size of the iterate; see also [FH11, Lemma 4.42] for a proof that such a bound exists.
Principal automorphisms, principal points and more on markings
In this subsection we discuss markings in more detail and recall definitions and results from [FH11, Section 3]. We assume throughout this subsection that f : G → G is a relative train track map representing φ ∈ Out(F n ).
Markings are used to translate the geometric properties of f : G → G into algebraic properties of φ. In this paper, we will focus on the geometric properties of the homotopy equivalences and only bring in markings at the last minute when necessary. Some details on the material presented in this section can be found in [FH11, Section 2.3].
Recall that the rose R n denotes the rose with vertex * and that we have once and for all identified π 1 (R n , * ) with F n . A lift * ∈R n of * to the universal coverR n determines an isomorphism J * from F n = π 1 (R n , * ) to the group T (R n ) of covering translations ofR n given by [γ] maps to the covering translation T ofR n that takes * to the terminal endpoint of the lift of γ with initial endpoint * .
Let G be finite graph equipped with a marking µ : R n → G. Denoting µ( * ) by ⋆, µ : (R n , * ) → (G, ⋆) induces an isomorphism µ # : π 1 (R n , * ) → π 1 (G, ⋆) that identifies F n with π 1 (G, ⋆). Fix a lift⋆ of ⋆ toG. The liftμ : (R n , * ) → (G,⋆) determines a homeomorphism ∂μ : ∂R n → ∂G of Gromov boundaries. In this way ∂F n , ∂R n , and ∂G are all identified. Since covering translations are determined by their action on Gromov boundaries, there is an induced identification of T (R n ) with T (G). For any v ∈ G and liftṽ ∈G, there is an induced isomorphism Jṽ :
We also have an identification of automorphisms representing φ ∈ Out(F n ) with liftsf :G →G of f : G → G given by Φ ↔f if the actions of Φ andf on ∂F n agree, i.e. if ∂Φ = ∂f . We usually specifyf by specifyingf (⋆) or equivalently by specifying the pathρ = [⋆,f (⋆)] or its image ρ in G. We say that Φ orf is determined byf (⋆),ρ, or ρ. The action of Φ on
, and γ ∈ F n is represented by the loop ρ ′ ρ. Working in the universal coverG is algorithmic in the sense that we can always compute the action off on arbitrarily large balls (in the graph metric) around⋆. In particular, given Φ we may algorithmically findf with Φ ↔f and vice versa. Iff fixesṽ ∈G thenf ↔ Φ for Φ determined by ρ wherẽ
a for some inner automorphism i a . Liftsf 1 andf 2 of f are isogredient if the corresponding automorphisms are isogredient. That is,f 1 andf 2 are isogredient if there exists a covering translation T ofG such thatf 2 = Tf 1 T −1 . The set of attracting laminations for
Definition 3.1. [FH11, Definition 3.1] For Φ ∈ Aut(F n ) representing φ, let Fix N (∂Φ) ⊂ Fix(∂Φ) be the set of non-repelling fixed points of ∂Φ. We say that Φ is a principal automorphism and write Φ ∈ P(φ) if either of the following hold.
• Fix N (∂Φ) contains at least three points.
• Fix N (∂Φ) is a two point set that is neither the set of fixed points for the action of some non-trivial a ∈ F n on ∂F n nor the set of endpoints of a lift of a generic leaf of an element of L(φ).
The liftf :G →G corresponding to Φ is a principal lift.
If Φ ∈ P(φ) and k > 1 then Fix N (∂Φ) ⊂ Fix N (∂Φ k ) and Φ k ∈ P(φ k ). It may be that the injection Φ → Φ k of P(φ) into P(φ k ) is not surjective. It may also be that Fix N (∂Φ k ) properly contains Fix N (∂Φ) for some principal Φ and some k > 1. If neither of these happen then we say that φ is forward rotationless. For a formal definition, see [FH11, Definition 3.13].
Remark 3.2. It is becoming common usage to suppress the word "forward" in "forward rotationless" and we will follow that convention in this paper. So, when we say that φ ∈ Aut(F n ) is rotationless, we mean that φ is forward rotationless. This convention was followed in the recent work of Handel-Mosher [HMb, HMc, HMe, HMd] . Be aware though that the term "rotationless" has a slightly different meaning in [FH09] . Definition 3.3. We say that x ∈ Per(f ) is principal if neither of the following conditions are satisfied.
• x is not an endpoint of a non-trivial periodic Nielsen path and there are exactly two periodic directions at x, both of which are contained in the same EG stratum.
• x is contained in a component C of Per(f ) that is topologically a circle and each point in C has exactly two periodic directions.
If each principal periodic vertex is fixed and if each periodic direction based at a principal periodic vertex is fixed then we say that f is rotationless.
Remark 3.4. By definition, a point is principal with respect to f if and only if it is principal with respect to f k for all k ≥ 1. We are mostly interested in the case of a CT, where characterizations of principal points are simpler. The next lemma gives two.
(1) A point x ∈ Per(f ) is principal iff x ∈ Fix(f ) and the following condition is not satisfied.
• x is not an endpoint of a non-trivial Nielsen path and there are exactly two periodic directions at x, both of which are contained in the same EGstratum.
(2) The following are equivalent for a point x ∈ Fix(f ). Letf :G →G be a lift of f fixing a liftx of x.
(a) x is principal.
is not the set of endpoints of a generic leaf of an element of L(φ).
Proof. (1): Periodic Nielsen paths in a CT are fixed [FH11, Lemma 4.13] and so the bulleted item in the lemma is equivalent to the first bulleted item of the Definition 3.3. By definition, periodic edges of a CT are fixed and the endpoints of fixed edges are principal. Therefore the second item in Definition 3.3 never holds. To complete the proof it remains to show that all principal points of f are fixed. This holds for vertices because CTs are rotationless. If x is a periodic but not fixed point in the interior of an edge then (by definition of a CT) that edge must be in an EG stratum and so x is not principal.
(2): By [FH11, Corollaries 3.22 and 3.27], (2a) and (2b) are equivalent. Iff is principal, then by definition of rotationless and principal, Fix N (∂f ) = Fix N (∂f 2 ) is not contained in the set of endpoints of a generic leaf. We see (2b) implies (2c). If x is not principal for f then the bulleted item in (1) holds. In particular there are exactly two periodic directions at x, both of which are in the same EG-stratum. By [FH11, Lemma 2.13], Fix N (∂f 2 ) contains the set of endpoints of a generic leaf of an element of L(φ). By Remark 3.4, x is not principal for f 2 , and sof 2 is not a principal lift. Hence | Fix N (∂f 2 )| < 3. We conclude (2c) implies (2a).
A sufficient condition to be rotationless and a uniform bound
Before turning to Lemma 3.8, which gives a sufficient condition for an outer automorphism to be rotationless, we recall the connection between edges in a CT and attractors in Fix N (∂Φ). Suppose that φ ∈ Out(F n ) is rotationless. For each Φ ∈ P(φ), let Fix + (∂Φ) be the set of points in Fix N (∂Φ) that are attractors for the action for ∂Φ on ∂F n . Define
Given a CT f : G → G representing φ, let E be the set of oriented, non-fixed, and non-linear, oriented edges in G whose initial vertex is principal and whose initial direction is fixed by Df . For each E ∈ E, there is a path u such that f
of paths in G is a ray R E . Each lift of R E to the universal cover of G has a well-defined terminal endpoint in ∂F n and so R E determines an
Proof. Suppose that x is the initial endpoint of E ∈ E, thatf :G →G fixes a liftx of x and thatR E is the lift of R E that begins atx. Lemma 3.6(2) implies thatf is a principal lift and [FH11, Lemma 4.36(1)] implies thatR E converges to a point P ∈ Fix N (∂Φ) where Φ is the principal automorphism corresponding tof . Since |f
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that θ ∈ Out(F n ) acts trivially on H 1 (F n ; Z/3Z) and induces the trivial permutation on Fix + (∂φ) for some (any) rotationless iterate φ = θ L of θ. Then θ is rotationless.
Proof. We show below that ( * ) For any Φ ∈ P(φ), there is Θ ∈ P(θ) with the property that Fix
To see why this is sufficient to prove the lemma, let
It follows that Θ k = Θ k . We have now seen that P(θ) → P(θ k ) given by Θ → Θ k is surjective. By [FH11, Definition 3.13 and Remark 3.14], to show that θ is rotationless it remains to show that Fix N (∂Θ k ) = Fix N (∂Θ) for all Θ ∈ P(θ) and k ≥ 1. This follows from the above displayed sequence of inclusions by taking Θ k := Θ k . We now turn to the proof of ( * ). Set F := Fix(Φ). We claim that there exists Θ representing θ such that F ⊂ Fix(Θ). If the rank of F is < 2 then this follows from [HMc, Theorem 4.1], which implies that θ fixes each conjugacy class that is fixed by φ and in particular fixes each conjugacy class represented by an element of Fix(Φ).
Suppose then that F has rank ≥ 2. We recall two facts.
• Each element of F n is fixed by only finitely many elements of P(φ) and the root-free ones that are fixed by at least two such automorphisms determine only finitely many conjugacy classes; see [FH11, Lemma 4.40].
• F is its own normalizer in F n . Proof: Since F has rank > 1, we can choose 1 = x ∈ F that is not fixed by any element of P(φ) other than Φ. If y ∈ F n \ F and yxy −1 ∈ F then x is fixed by both Φ and i y −1 Φi y ∈ P(φ). Since y ∈ F, we have Φ(y) = i y −1 Φi y (y), a contradiction.
We may therefore choose a basis {b j } for F consisting of elements that are not fixed by any other element of P(φ). Applying [HMc, Theorem 4 .1] again, choose an automorphism Θ j representing θ and fixing b j . The automorphism Θ j ΦΘ −1 j fixes b j by construction and belongs to P(φ) by [FH09, Lemma 2.6] and the fact that θ and φ commute. By uniqueness, Θ j ΦΘ −1 j = Φ and so Θ j commutes with Φ. In particular, Θ j preserves F. Since F is its own normalizer, the outer automorphism θ|F of F determined by Θ j is independent of j. It follows that θ|F acts trivially on H 1 (F; Z/3Z). Since θ L |F is the identity and since the kernel of natural map Out(F n ) → H 1 (F n ; Z/3Z) is torsion-free 2 , θ|F is the identity and the claim is proved. Since θ acts trivially on Fix + (∂φ), each Q ∈ Fix + (∂Φ) is fixed by some Θ Q representing θ. Since Θ L Q and Φ both fix Q and represent φ we have Θ L Q = Φ. As above, Θ Q commutes with Φ and so preserves F and Fix + (∂Φ). For any other Q ′ ∈ Fix + (∂Φ) we have Θ Q = i a Θ Q ′ for some a ∈ F n . Since both Θ Q and Θ Q ′ preserve F, i a does as well and so a ∈ F.
It suffices to show that Θ Q is independent of Q and F ⊂ Fix(Θ Q ). This is obvious if F is trivial. If F has rank one then F = Fix(Θ Q ) and
, which implies that a must be trivial and we are done. If F has rank ≥ 2 then there is a unique Θ such that F ⊂ Fix(Θ) and Φ is the only automorphism representing φ such that
Φ so b is trivial and the proof is complete. To apply Lemma 3.8 we will need a bound on the cardinality of Fix + (∂φ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 it suffices to show that the cardinality of the image of E → [R E ] is bounded by 15(n − 1).
There are at most 6(n − 1) oriented edges based at natural vertices. Some of these are not fixed and so do not contribute to E. For example, if E is NEG then (Lemma 4.21 of [FH11]) the terminal vertex of E is natural and the direction determined byĒ is not fixed. Similarly, if (E 1 , E 2 ) is an illegal turn of EG height then the basepoint for this turn is natural and either E 1 or E 2 determines a non-fixed direction. It follows that 6(n − 1) is an upper bound for the sum of the number of edges in E that are based at natural vertices plus the number of non-fixed NEG edges plus the number of EG stratum H r with an illegal turn of height r.
It remains to account for those EG edges E ∈ E that are based at valence two vertices v. By our previous estimate there are at most 6(n − 1) such v with the other edge incident to v being non-fixed NEG. The only other possibility is that both edges incident to v are EG. If the edges were in different strata, say H r and H r ′ with r < r ′ then v would have valence ≥ 2 in G r (because G r is a core subgraph), a contradiction.
Thus both edges belong to the same stratum H r . Since v is a principal vertex, it must be an endpoint of a Nielsen path ρ of height r. There are at most four edges incident to valence two vertices at the endpoints of ρ and these determine at most three points in Fix + (∂φ) because the two directions pointing into ρ determine the same point in Fix + (∂φ). There is at most one such ρ for each EG stratum H r and ρ has an illegal turn of height r so our initial bound of 6(n − 1) counted each ρ once; we now have to count it two more times. In passing from the highest core G s with s < r to G r , at least two natural edges are added. It follows that the number of EG strata is ≤ 3 2 (n − 1). The total count then is 6(n − 1) + 6(n − 1) + 3(n − 1) = 15(n − 1).
(n 2 −1) , let g(m) be Landau's function, the maximum order of an element in the symmetric group S m , and let
Kn is rotationless.
Proof. Lemma 3.9 implies that θ g(15(n−1)) induces the trivial permutation of Fix + (∂θ) and hence that θ Kn = (θ g(15(n−1)) ) h(n) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.8.
Algorithmic Proof of Theorem 2.4
We review the proof of the existence of f : G → G for θ as given in [FH11, Theorem 2.19], altering it slightly to make it algorithmic. If C is not specified, take it to be the single free factor system [F n ]. Apply Corollary 2.2 to construct a relative train track map f :
The modifications necessary to arrange all the properties but (V) are explicitly described in the original proof. These steps come after (V) has been established in that proof but make no use of (V) so there is no harm in our switching the order in which properties are arranged. For notational simplicity we continue to refer to the relative train track map as f : G → G even though it has been modified to satisfy all the properties except possibly (V).
For K n as in Corollary 3.10, θ Kn is rotationless. Subdivide f : G → G at the (finite) set S of isolated points in Fix(f Kn ) that are not already vertices; these occur only in EG edges E and are in one to one correspondence with the occurences of E orĒ in the edge path f .28] imply that every periodic Nielsen path of f : G → G (after the further subdivision) has period at most K n . But then S contains the endpoints of all indivisible periodic Nielsen paths after all and no further subdivision was necessary. Since subdivision at S is algorithmic, we are done.
Reducibility
Given a relative train track map f : G → G and filtration
. . ⊏ F K be the increasing sequence of distinct θ-invariant free factor systems that are realized by the G i 's. Assuming that f : G → G satisfies property (F) of Theorem 2.4, F i is realized by a unique core filtration element for each i ≥ 1 and F 0 is realized by G 0 . If F is a θ-invariant free factor system that is properly contained between F i and F i+1 then we say that F is a reduction for F i ⊏ F i+1 with respect to θ; if there is no such F then F i ⊏ F i+1 is reduced with respect to θ. If each F i ⊏ F i+1 is reduced with respect to θ then we say that f : G → G is reduced.
The main results of this subsection are Proposition 4.9 and Lemma 4.12. The former, which assumes that f : G → G satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 2.4, provides an algorithm in the EG case for deciding if F i ⊏ F i+1 is reduced and for finding a reduction if there is one. The latter has stronger requirements and easily leads to an algorithm that handles the NEG case. We save the final details of that algorithm for Section 6. = A. Let B be the basis of F n corresponding to the edges of R n (see Section 2.1). If A is a finitely generated subgroup of F n then the Stallings graph R A of the conjugacy class [A] of A is the core of the cover of R n corresponding to A. There is an immersion R A → R n and if we subdivide R A at the pre-image of the vertex of R n then we view the edges of R A as labeled by their image edges in R n and hence by elements of B. The complexity of A is the number of edges in (subdivided) R A . Stallings graphs are generalized in Section 7.2 and more discussion can be found there.
The EG case
Lemma 4.1. Given free factor systems F 1 and F 2 one can algorithmically construct
Proof. We may assume without loss that Lemma 4.2. Given a finite set {a i } of elements of F n and a finite set {A j } of finitely generated subgroups of F n there is an algorithm that finds the unique minimal free factor system that carries each [Ger84] , there is an algorithm to find Θ ∈ Aut(F n ) so that Θ(A) = {[Θ(A j )]} has minimal complexity in the orbit of A under the action of Aut(F n ). Let P be the finest partition of B such that the labels of each Stallings graph R Θ(A j ) are contained in some element of P. The free factor system F (P) determined by P is the minimal free factor system carrying Θ(A); see [DF05, Lemma 9.19]. Hence Θ −1 (F (P)) is the minimal free factor system carrying A.
1 is a proper free factor system and that F 0 ⊏ F 1 is a (possibly trivial) φ-invariant free factor system. Then there is an algorithm that decides if there is a φ-invariant free factor system F ⊏ F 1 that properly contains F 0 and that finds such an F if one exists.
If the latter is true the output of the algorithm is NO. If the latter is false and the former is true the output is YES. If neither is true apply Lemma 4.1 to compute F 1 ∧ φ(F 1 ) which is properly contained in F 1 , contains F 0 and contains every φ-invariant free factor system that is contained in F 1 . Repeat these steps with
Since there is a uniform bound to the length of a strictly decreasing sequence of free factor systems [HMb, Lemma 4.4. Suppose that f : G → G is a relative train track map and that H r is an EG stratum with associated attracting lamination Λ + . Then there is a computable constant C such that if σ 0 ⊂ G r is an r-legal path that crosses at least C edges in H r then every path σ ⊂ G r that contains σ 0 as a subpath is weakly attracted to Λ + .
Proof. Choose l so that the f l image of each edge in H r crosses at least two edges in H r . It is shown in the proof of [BFH00, Lemma 4.2.2] (see also [BFH00, Corollary 4.2.4]) that C = 4lC 0 + 1 satisfies the conclusions of our lemma for any constant C 0 that is greater than or equal to the bounded cancellation constant for f . Since the latter can be computed [BFH97, Lemma 3.1] using only the transition matrix for f , we are done.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that f : G → G and ∅ = G 0 ⊂ G 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ G N = G are a relative train track map and filtration representing a rotationless φ and satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 2.4. Suppose further that H r is an EG stratum. Then every indivisible periodic Nielsen path with height r has period one and there is an algorithm that finds them all.
Remark 4.6. For a more efficient method than the one described in the proof see [HMa, Section 3 .4].
Proof. Suppose that ρ is an indivisible periodic Nielsen path of height r. Proposition 3.29 and Lemma 3.28 of [FH11] imply that ρ has period 1 and property (V) of Theorem 2.4 implies that the endpoints of σ are vertices. By [BH92, Lemma 5.11], ρ decomposes as a concatenation ρ = αβ −1 of r-legal edge paths whose initial and terminal edges are in H r . Let α 0 and β 0 be the initial edges of α and β respectively. By Lemma 4.4 we can bound the number of H r edges crossed by α and β by some positive constant C. Since H r is an EG stratum we can choose k so that f
by canceling edges at the juncture point and since no edges in H r are cancelled when f k (α) and
. In particular, we can compute an upper bound for the number of edges crossed by ρ, reducing us to testing a finite set of paths to decide which are indivisible Nielsen paths. (1) There is a unique subgroup system A such that a conjugacy class [a] is not weakly attracted to Λ + if and only if [a] is carried by an element of A.
(2) A circuit σ ⊂ G represents an element of A if and only if σ splits as a concatenation of subpaths each of which is either contained in G u or is an indivisible Nielsen path of height N.
(3) There is a proper free factor system F ′ ⊐ [G u ] such that one of the following holds. 
If a circuit σ ⊂ G splits into subpaths that are either contained in G u or are Nielsen paths of height N then the number of H N edges in f k # (σ) is independent of k and σ is not weakly attracted to Λ + . This proves the if direction of (2). The only if direction of (2) 
into subpaths µ i ⊂ G u and Nielsen paths ν i of height N. Since the endpoints of each µ i are fixed by f and since the restriction of f to each f -invariant component of G u is a homotopy equivalence, there exist paths µ ′ i ⊂ G u with the same endpoints as
and hence σ ′ = σ. In particular, σ splits into subpaths of G u and indivisible Nielsen paths of height N. This completes the proof of (2).
The main statement of (3) follows from [HMe, Remark: The case of a top stratum in Section 1.1] (which applies because there is a CT representing φ in which Λ + corresponds to the highest stratum and [G u ] is realized by a core filtration element). Since φ preserves A, it acts periodically on the components of A. [HMc, Theorem 4.1] therefore implies that φ preserves each rank one component of A and so also preserves
This proves the only if direction of the moreover statement.
Suppose then that
If either (a) or (b) holds then any free factor system F that properly contains [G u ] carries a conjugacy class not carried by A. Item (1) implies that F carries a conjugacy classs that is weakly attracted to Λ + . If F is φ-invariant then F carries Λ + in addition to containing G u and so is improper. This completes the proof of the if direction of the moreover statement.
The next proposition shows how to reduce a relative train track map satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 2.4. One way to create an unreduced example is to identify a pair of distinct fixed points in a stratum H r of a CT where H r is both highest and EG.
Proposition 4.9. Suppose that f : Choose constants as follows.
• C E = 6(n − 1) is the maximal number of oriented natural edges in a marked graph of rank n.
• M = 2n; if F 0 ⊏ F 1 ⊏ . . . ⊏ F P is an increasing nested sequence of free factor systems of F n then P ≤ M − 1. (This follows by induction on the rank n and the observation that if F P = {F n } with n > 1 then there exists F such that F P −1 ⊏ F ⊏ F P and F consists of a pair of conjugacy classes whose ranks add to n − 1.
• C 0 = C + 2 where C satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.4.
Step 1: An existence result when F s,Λ is proper : Consider the set K of marked graphs K containing a (possibly empty) core subgraph K 0 and equipped with a marking preserving homotopy equivalence p :
(b) the restriction of p to each natural edge is either an immersion or constant.
(c) there is at most one natural edge on which p is constant.
Each natural edge E of K ∈ K is labeled by p(E), thought of as a (possibly trivial) edge path in G. We do not distinguish between two elements of K if there is a label preserving homeomorphism between them. The length |E| of a natural edge E is the number of edges in p(E) and the total length |K| of K is the sum of the length of its natural edges. The number of H N edges in p(E) is denoted |E| N . Let Λ + K and Λ − K be the realizations of Λ + and Λ − in K. As observed above, the set of edges crossed by Λ + is the same as the set of edges crossed by Λ − . We denote this common core subgraph by K Λ .
We claim that if F s,Λ is proper then there exists an element K ∈ K with the following properties.
(1) |E| N ≤ C 0 for all natural edges E of K.
(2) The restriction of p to a leaf of Λ
Note that K 0 ∪ K Λ is a core subgraph because it is a union of core subgraphs so the content of (3) is that K 0 ∪ K Λ is proper. Our proof of the claim makes use of an idea from the proof of Proposition 3.4 of [HMd] .
Assuming that F s,Λ is proper, there exists a marked graph K with proper core subgraphs K 0 ⊂ K 1 ⊂ K and a marking preserving homotopy equivalence p : K → G satisfying (a) and (b) and [K 1 ] = F s,Λ . The last property implies that
If there is at least one natural edge in K \ K 1 on which p is an immersion then collapse each natural edge in K on which p is constant to a point. Otherwise, collapse each natural edge in K 1 on which p is constant and all but one natural edge in G \ K 1 on which p is constant to a point. The resulting marked graph, which we continue to denote K, still satisfies (a) and (b) because p|K 0 is injective and so K 0 is unaffected by the collapsing and (c) is now satisfied so K ∈ K. Replacing K 1 by its image under the collapse, it is still true that K 1 = K 0 ∪ K Λ is a proper core subgraph and now the restriction of p to each natural edge of K 1 is an immersion. (It may now be that [K 1 ] properly contains F s,Λ .)
If p K 1 is not an immersion then there is a pair of natural edges E 1 , E 2 in K 1 with the same initial vertex and such that the edge paths p(E 1 ) and p(E 2 ) have the same first edge, say e. Folding the initial segments of E 1 and E 2 that map to e produces an element K ′ ∈ K with subgraph K ′ 0 satisfying (a) and such that
Replacing K with K ′ and repeating this finitely many times, we may assume that p K 1 is an immersion and hence that p restricts to an immersion on leaves of Λ does not cross E. It follows that F Λ ⊏ [K \ E] and hence that E is contained in the complement of K Λ . Since E is obviously in the complement of K 0 , we have that E is contained in the complement of K 0 ∪ K Λ . If there is a natural edge on which p is constant, it must be in the complement of K 0 ∪ K Λ ∪ E and we collapse it to a point. As above, the resulting marked graph is still in K and (2) and (3) are still satisfied.
We may now assume that p is an immersion on each natural edge of K. The map p : K → G is not a homeomorphism so there is at least one pair of edges that can be folded. Perform the fold and carry the K 0 ⊂ K notation to the new marked graph. It is still true that K ∈ K and that (2) holds. Folding reduces |E| r by at most 2 so there is still an edge with |E| r > C. Arguing as above we see that E is contained in the complement of K 0 ∪ K Λ so (3) is still satisfied. If (1) is satisfied then the proof of the claim is complete. Otherwise perform another fold. Conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied so check condition (1) again. Folding reduces |K| so after finitely many folds, (1) is satisfied and the claim is proved.
Step 2: Part 1 of the algorithm : In this step we present an algorithm that either finds a reduction for
In the former case we are done. In the latter case we move on to the second part of the algorithm in which we either find a reduction for
(A1) Choose a generic leaf γ ⊂ G of Λ + . One way to do this is to choose an edge e of H r and k > 0 so that at least one occurence of e in the edge path f (A2) Let C 1 = 1. Choose a subpath γ 1 of γ that crosses at least
edges in H r and let L 1 be the number of edges in γ 1 . (The choice of these constants will be clarified in step 3.) (A3) Enumerate all core graphs J of rank < n satisfying: there is a core subgraph J 0 ⊂ J and a map p : J → G such that the restriction of p to each natural edge is an immersion onto a path of length at most L 1 and such that p J 0 : J 0 → G s is a homeomorphism. Label the natural edges of J by their p images. We do not distinguish between labeled graphs that differ by a label preserving homeomorphism so there are only finitely many J and we consider them one at a time. If σ ⊂ J is a path with endpoints at natural vertices and if p restricts to an immersion on σ then we let |σ| be the number of edges crossed by p(σ) and |σ| r the number of H r edges crossed by p(σ). By [BFH00, Lemma 3.1.10(4)] there exists an edge E in H r and k ≥ 1 such that γ 1,J is a subpath off k # (E). By [BFH00, Lemma 3.1.8(3)] there is a computable k 0 so that for any edge E ′ in H r and any l ≥ k + k 0 ,f k # (E), and hence γ 1,J , is a subpath of f l # (E ′ ). Finally, by [BFH00, Lemma 3.1.10(3)] there exists computable C 2,J > 0 so that if σ is a subpath of γ that crosses ≥ C 2,J edges of H r then σ contains some f l # (E ′ ), and hence contains γ 1,J , as a subpath and so does not lift into J. Now move on to the next candidate.
At the end of the process we have either found a reduction and the algorithm stops or we have found a constant C 2 = max{C 2,J } so that if σ is a subpath of γ that crosses at least C 2 edges of H r then σ does not lift into any J. Choose a subpath γ 2 of γ that crosses at least
edges of H r and let L 2 be the number of edges crossed by γ 2 .
(A4) Repeat (A3) replacing L 1 with L 2 . At the end of the process we have either found a reduction and the algorithm stops or we have found a constant C 3 so that if σ is a subpath of γ that crosses at least C 3 edges of H r then σ does not lift into any J. Choose a subpath γ 3 of γ that crosses at least
edges of H r and let L 3 be the number of edges crossed by γ 3 .
(A5) Iterate this process up to M times. If after M iterations the algorithm has not found a reduction and stopped, then stop and conclude that
Step 3: Justifying part 1 of the algorithm: In this step we verify that if F s,Λ is proper then the above algorithm finds a reduction in at most M steps. Choose any K ∈ K satisfying (1) -(3) and let K(L 1 ) be the subgraph of K consisting of natural edges E with |E| ≤ L 1 . Lift the path γ 1 into K Λ . After removing initial and terminal subpaths contained in single natural edges of K Λ , we have a natural (in K) edge path γ 1,K ⊂ Λ + K ⊂ K Λ that projects onto all of γ 1 except perhaps initial and terminal segments that cross at most C 0 edges of H r . Thus
Combining this inequality with (1), we see that γ 1,K has a subpath that decomposes as
where each α i is a single natural edge and each β i is a natural subpath whose image under p crosses at least C 1 edges in H r . Since there are at most C E oriented natural edges in K, it follows that γ 1,K contains a natural subpath that begins and ends with the same oriented natural edge and whose p-image crosses at least C 1 = 1 edges in H r . This proves that that there is a circuit in K(L 1 ) that is not in K 0 and hence that
as a J in the first iteration of the process and Lemma 4.3 finds a reduction in the first iteration of (A3) because
If no reduction is found in the first iteration then proceed to the second iteration as described in (A4). By the same reasoning, there is a natural edge path
and there is a subpath of γ 1,K that decomposes as
where each α i is a single natural edge and each β i is a natural subpath whose image under p crosses at least C 2 edges in H r . It follows that there is a circuit in
then K 0 ∪ K Λ occurs as a J in the second iteration of the process and our algorithm finds a reduction. Continuing on, the iteration either produces a reduction within M steps or produces a properly nested sequence
of free factors. Since the latter contradicts the definition of M, a reduction must have been found.
Step 4: Part 2 of the algorithm: In this part of the algorithm we assume that By Lemma 4.5, the set P of indivisible periodic Nielsen paths with height r is finite, can be determined algorithmically and each element of P has period one. For notational convenience we assume that P is closed under orientation reversal. Let Σ be the set of circuits in G that split into a concatenation of paths in G u and elements of P . Lemma 4.7 implies that Σ is the set of circuits that are not weakly attracted to Λ + and that the conjugacy classes determined by Σ are exactly those carried by the subgroup system A of that lemma.
We consider several cases, each of which can be checked by inspection of G u and the elements of P . If every circuit in Σ is contained in G u then A = [G u ] and H N is reduced by Lemma 4.7(3).
As a second case, suppose that there is a non-trivial path µ ⊂ G with endpoints x, y ∈ G u such that µ is homotopic rel endpoints to a concatenation of elements of P and so is a Nielsen path of height N. Let [B] be the conjugacy class of the subgroup of F n represented by closed paths based at x that decompose as a concatenation of subpaths, each of which is either µ, µ −1 or a path in G u with endpoints in {x, y}. The final case is that there are no paths µ ⊂ G as in the second case and there is at least one element σ ∈ Σ that is not contained in G u . Each such σ is homotopic to a concatenation of elements of P . In particular, the conjugacy class determined by σ is φ-invariant and so F u,σ is φ-invariant. Choose one such σ and check if F u,σ is proper. If it is then we have found a reduction of H N and we are done so suppose that it is not. 
The NEG case
We now consider reducibility for NEG strata, beginning with a pair of examples.
Example 4.10. Suppose that f : G → G is a homotopy equivalence with filtration
where G r is a connected core subgraph and where H r+1 = E r+1 and H r+2 = E r+2 are oriented edges with a common initial vertex not in G r and a common terminal endpoint in G r . Suppose also that f (E r+1 ) = E r+1 u and f (E r+2 ) = E r+2 u for some closed non-trivial path u ⊂ G r and that f G r is a CT. Then the (NEG Nielsen Paths) property of f G r+2 fails. The CT algorithm corrects this (see Lemma 5.5) by discovering that E r+2Ēr+1 is a Nielsen path and then sliding the terminal endpoint of E r+2 alongĒ r+1 . In other words, E r+2 is replaced by a fixed loop E ′ r+2 based at the initial endpoint of E r+1 . Note that while establishing (NEG Nielsen Paths) for
Example 4.11. Suppose that f : G → G is a homotopy equivalence with filtration
where G r is a connected core subgraph such that f G r is a CT and where H r+1 = E r+1 is a fixed edge whose initial and terminal endpoints, x and y, belong to the same Nielsen class of f G r . Then f G r+1 satisfies all the properties of a CT except that [G r ] ⊏ [G r+1 ] is not reduced. The CT algorithm corrects this in stages. First, a Nielsen path σ ⊂ G r connecting y to x is found. Then the terminal end of E r+1 is slid along σ so that its new terminal endpoint is x. Thus E r+1 is replaced by a fixed edge E ′ r+1 with both endpoints at x. Finally, x is blown up to a fixed edge E Lemma 4.12. Suppose that f : G → G is a homotopy equivalence with filtration
is reducible. Then E s is fixed and its terminal endpoint is connected to its initial endpoint by a Nielsen path β ⊂ C \ E s . In particular, E s β is a basis element and {[G s−1 ], [E s β]} is a φ-invariant free factor system that is properly contained between
Proof. By restricting to C, we may assume that G = C = G s and hence that G s−1 has either a single component of rank n − 1 or two components whose ranks add to n.
is reducible, there is a marked graph K with distinct proper core subgraphs
it follows that K 2 is obtained from K 1 by adding a disjoint loop α and that K \ K 2 is an edge E. In particular, K 1 is connected. We claim that the circuit σ ⊂ G representing [α] crosses E s exactly once. The marked graph K ′ obtained from K by collapsing the components of a maximal forest is a rose with α as one of its edges. The marked graph G ′ obtained from G by collapsing the components of a maximal forest in G s−1 is a rose with E s as one of its edges. Moreover [
′ be a homotopy equivalence that respects markings and that restricts to an immersion on each edge. Then h(K ′ \ α) = G ′ \ E s and it suffices to show that h(α) crosses E s exactly once. This follows from [BFH00, Corollary 3.2.2].
Having verified the claim, we can now complete the proof of the lemma. Since [K 2 ] is φ-invariant and α is a component of K 2 , α determines a φ-invariant conjugacy class. It follows that σ decomposes as a concatenation of indivisible Nielsen paths and fixed edges. Since σ crosses E s exactly once, the (NEG Nielsen Paths) property of f : G → G implies that E s is a fixed edge. Thus σ decomposes as a circuit into E s β where β is a Nielsen path in G s−1 .
Sliding NEG edges
The key step for arranging that an NEG edge has good properties under iteration is to slide the terminal endpoint of the edge into an optimal position in the lower filtration element that contains it. This is carried out in [BFH00, Proposition 5.4.3]. In this section we make the algorithmic arguments needed to replace the non-algorithmic parts of the original proof.
Completely Split Rays
Recall from [FH11, Definition 4.4] that a splitting σ = σ 1 · σ 2 . . . is a complete splitting if each σ i is either a single edge in an irreducible stratum, an indivisible Nielsen path, an exceptional path or a maximal subpath in a zero stratum (with some additional features that we will not recall here.) A finite path or circuit has at most one complete splitting. The first item of our next lemma states that the same is true for rays.
Recall from Section 2.1 that a path σ is thought of as an edge path σ = E 0 E 1 . . .. The initial and terminal endpoints, w i and w i+1 of E i are the vertices of σ. We view the set W of vertices of a path as being ordered by their subscripts. A decomposition of σ into subpaths is specified by a subset of W; if w i and w j are consecutive elements of the subset then E i . . . E j−1 is a term in the decomposition. If the decomposition is a splitting then we refer to these vertices as splitting vertices. A similar definition holds for circuits.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that f : G → G is a CT, that R ⊂ G is a completely split ray and that R 0 is a subray of R that has a complete splitting. Then
(1) The complete splitting of R is unique.
(2) Let v be the first splitting vertex for R that is contained in R 0 (when the edge path R 0 is viewed as a subpath of the edge path R). Then each splitting vertex w for R 0 that comes after v (in the ordering of splitting vertices of R 0 ) is a splitting vertex for R.
Proof. The second item implies the first by taking R 0 = R so we need only prove the second. Let µ 0 be the term in the complete splitting of R 0 whose initial vertex is w. If µ 0 is either an indivisible Nielsen path or an exceptional path then the interior of µ 0 is an increasing union of pre-trivial paths by [FH11, Remark 4.2 and Lemma 2.11(2)] and so by [FH11, Lemma 4.11(2)] is contained in a single term µ of the complete splitting of R. Obviously µ is not a single edge and is not contained in a zero stratum so it must be either an indivisible Nielsen path or an exceptional path. Since v is the initial endpoint of some term in the complete splitting of R and w comes after v, it follows that v is not contained in the interior of µ and so µ ⊂ R 0 . The symmetric argument therefore applies to show that µ is contained in a term of the complete splitting of R 0 and hence that µ = µ 0 as desired. If µ 0 is either a single edge or is a maximal subpath in a zero stratum and µ 0 is not a term in the complete splitting of R then µ 0 is properly contained in a term µ of R that is an indivisible Nielsen path or an exceptional path. But this violates the hard splitting property [FH11, Lemma 4.11(2)] for the complete splitting of R 0 (applied to its finite completely split subpaths) and the fact that the interior of µ is the increasing union of pre-trivial paths. Thus µ 0 is a term in the complete splitting of R and we are done.
Definitions 5.2. Suppose that f : G → G is a CT, that x ∈ G, that σ ⊂ G is a non-trivial completely split path connecting x to f (x) and that the turn at f (x) determined byσ and f # (σ) is legal. The ray
. . satisfies f # (R) ⊂ R and the given splitting of R has a refinement that is a complete splitting by [FH11, Lemma 4.11]; we say that R is generated by σ.
If E is a non-fixed edge of G whose initial direction is fixed then f (E) = E · σ for some σ as above. The ray
. . is the eigenray determined by E. Note that we are not requiring that the initial vertex of f be principal (as we did in Section 3.2) or that E is non-linear and NEG so we are using the term eigenray a little more generally than is sometimes the case. We will need this inclusiveness in the proof of Lemma 5.5. For the same reason we assume that each isolated fixed point for f is a vertex.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that f : G → G is a CT and that σ and σ ′ are completely split non-Nielsen paths generating rays R and R ′ respectively. Then there is an algorithm to decide if the rays R and R ′ have a common terminal subray and if so to find initial subpaths τ ⊂ R and τ ′ ⊂ R ′ that terminate at splitting vertices of R and R ′ respectively and whose complementary terminal subrays are equal. Equivalently we find splitting vertices v ∈ R and v ′ ∈ R ′ such that terminal subrays of R and R Let r [resp r ′ ] be the maximal height of a term in the complete splitting of σ [resp. σ ′ ] that is not a Nielsen path. Since f (σ) and σ have a common endpoint, σ is not entirely contained in a zero stratum. Thus any term τ in the complete splitting of σ that is contained in a zero stratum is adjacent to a term that intersects the EG stratum that envelops τ (Notation 2.3). Since this adjacent edge has at least non-fixed endpoint, it is neither an exceptional path nor a Nielsen path so must be a single edge in that EG stratum. We conclude that H r is not a zero stratum. It follows that if µ is any height r term in the complete splitting of σ and if µ is not a Nielsen path then the length of f i # (µ) goes to infinity with i; we say that µ is growing. Note that r is the maximal height of a growing term in the complete splitting of any σ i and similarly for r ′ and σ ′ j . Note also that for any given L > 0 one can find, by inspection, M > 0 such that
The first step in the algorithm is to check if r = r ′ . If yes, then move on to step two. If not then there do not exist i and j such that σ i = σ ′ j so the algorithm stops and outputs NO.
We may now assume that r = r ′ . If H r is NEG define K = 1. Otherwise H r is EG and we choose K so that for each edge E of H r , f It follows that the terminal endpoint P ∈ ∂F n ofR is an attractor for the action of ∂f and so is not fixed by any covering translation. In particular,f is the only lift of f that fixes P . Lift
. We may assume without loss that k ′ ≥ k. By Lemma 5.1, it suffices to show that k ≤ K or equivalently that ρ ⊂σ ·f
If H r is NEG then by the basic splitting property of NEG edges [BFH00, Lemma 4.1.4] there is a unique height r edge whose image underf k crossesẼ ′′ . Since both σ andf
cross such an edge, their intersection is non-empty. It follows that ρ ⊂σ 1 so we are done. If H r is EG then there existx ∈σ andx ′ ∈f
The pathτ fromx tox ′ decomposes as a concatenation of subpathsαβ −1 whereα ⊂ρ andβ ⊂ρ ′ . By constructionf k # (τ ) is trivial so in particular τ is not weakly attracted to Λ + . Lemma 4.4 implies thatα does not cross C edges that project to H r and so does not containf K # (Ẽ) for any edgeẼ that projects to H r . Sinceσ crosses such añ E it follows thatα and henceρ is contained inσ ·f # (σ) · . . . ·f K (σ) as desired.
The next lemma will be needed in Section 9.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that f : G → G is a CT andf :G →G is a lift of f . IfẼ is a lift of E ∈ E f and if the initial endpoint ofẼ is contained in Fix(f ) then the lift RẼ of R E that begins withẼ converges to a point in Fix + (∂f ).
Proof.R E converges to some P ∈ Fix N (∂f ) by [FH11, Lemma 4.36(1)]. Since E is not linear, u E is not a Nielsen path and hence not a periodic Nielsen path. The length of f k # (u E ) therefore goes to infinity with k. [GJLL98, Proposition I.1] implies that P ∈ Fix + (∂f ).
Finding a Fixed Point
A CT is a relative train track map f : G → G and filtration satisfying a list of nine properties. One usually thinks of G as being a core subgraph but in certain induction arguments it is necessary to consider the restriction of f to a (not necessarily core) component of a filtration element. With this in mind we say that a homotopy equivalence of a finite graph f : G → G is a CT if it satisfies the relative train track properties and the nine properties of a CT.
We state our next result in terms of a liftf :G →G of a CT f : G → G and fixed points forf . We could just as easily have stated it in terms of finite paths ρ ⊂ G as described in Section 3.1 but it seems more natural to work with lifts.
Following Definition 5.2 we say that a completely split pathσ ⊂G generates a completely split rayR ifR =σ ·f # (σ) ·f 2 # (σ) · . . .. As we have seen,f # (R) ⊂R and f maps the set of splitting vertices forR into itself.
Lemma 5.5. There is an algorithm that takes a liftf :G →G of a CT f : G → G as input and determines if Fix(f ) is non-empty. If it is non-empty then the output of the algorithm is an element of Fix(f ). If it is empty then the output of the algorithm is a completely split pathσ ⊂G that generates a completely split rayR. Moreover, if Fix(f ) = ∅ and if the projection σ ofσ is not a Nielsen path then Fix N (∂f ) = {P } where P is the endpoint ofR and P is not the endpoint of an axis of a covering translation.
Proof. We dispense with the moreover statement first. Suppose that Fix(f ) = ∅ and that σ is not a Nielsen path. Then |f k # (σ)| → ∞ and [GJLL98, Proposition I.1] implies that the terminal endpoint ofR =σ ·f # (σ) ·f 2 # (σ) · . . ., which is evidently fixed by ∂f , is an attractor for the action of ∂f , is contained in Fix N (∂f ) and is not the endpoint of an axis of a covering translation. Since Fix(f ) = ∅, [FH11, Corollary 3.16] implies that P is the only attractor in Fix N (∂f ). If there were another point in Fix N (∂f ) then it would be the endpoint of the axis of a covering translation that commuted withf and the translates of P would be additional attractors in Fix N (∂f ). Thus Fix N (∂f ) = {P }.
We now turn to the algorithm. Following the proof of [BFH00, Proposition 5.4.3], we say that for each non-fixed vertexṽ ∈G, the initial edge of the path fromṽ tõ f (ṽ) is preferred byṽ. If bothẼ andẼ −1 are preferred by their initial vertices then some sub-interval ofẼ is mapped over itself byf and so contains a fixed point.
Consider the following (possibly infinite) method for finding either a fixed point inG or a ray whose terminal endpoint is an element of Fix N (∂f ). Choose any vertex v 0 . Ifṽ 0 is not fixed, letẼ 0 be the edge preferred byṽ. IfẼ
is preferred by the terminal vertex ofẼ 0 thenẼ 0 contains a fixed point that we can find by inspection (Section 3.3). Otherwise, letẼ 1 be the edge preferred by the terminal vertex of E 0 . Repeat this to either find a fixed point inẼ 1 or defineẼ 2 and so on. If this process does not terminate by finding a fixed point then the rayRṽ 0 =Ẽ 1Ẽ2 . . . that it produces converges to a point in ∂F n that is evidently fixed and not repelling so is contained in Fix N (∂f ). For each m ≥ 0, letσ m be the path connecting the initial endpoint ofẼ m to itsf -image.
Step 1 of the algorithm: Modify the above process by stopping not only if E m contains a fixed point but also ifσ m is completely split and the turn betweenσ m and f # (σ m ) is legal.
To see that this modified process stops in finite time, it suffices to show that if the original process produces a rayRṽ 0 then at least one of theσ m 's has the desired properties. We verify this by following (and tweaking) the proof of [BFH00, Proposition 5.4.3].
Consider the subsequence {ṽ i } of the set of vertices ofRṽ 0 starting withṽ 0 and inductively defined by letting p ≥ i be the largest integer such that the closest point tof (ṽ i ) in E 0 E 1 . . . E p is the terminal endpoint of E p and then taking v i+1 to be the terminal endpoint of E p . Equivalently, v i+1 is the nearest point inRṽ 0 tof (ṽ i ).
Letting [ṽ i ,ṽ i+1 ] be the path connectingṽ i toṽ i+1 , the key property of theṽ i 's is In the first two paragraphs on page 68 of [BFH00] it is shown thatX ⊂Rṽ 0 contains a vertexṽ that is the initial vertex of an irreducible edge. For sufficiently large k, the pathsμ : If the first step of the algorithm produces a fixed point we are done and the algorithm stops. Suppose then that the first step produces a pathσ =σ m as above. Let P ∈ Fix N (∂f ) be the terminal endpoint of the rayR =σ ·f # (σ) · . . . generated byσ. The hard splitting property [FH11, Lemma 4.11(2)] implies thatR is fixed point free. If Fix(f ) = ∅ then there exists a rayR ′ with initial endpointz ∈ Fix(f ), terminal endpoint P and with interior disjoint from Fix(f ). [FH11, Lemma 3.16] implies that the initial edgeẼ ofR ′ determines a fixed direction. Let R E be the eigenray determined by E (Definition 5.2), letRẼ be the lift of R E with initial edgẽ E and let P ′ ∈ Fix N (∂f ) be the terminal endpoint ofRẼ. Since the interior ofRẼ is disjoint from Fix(f ), a second application of [FH11, Lemma 3.16] implies that P ′ = P . In other wordsR andRẼ =R ′ have a common terminal subray. If σ is a Nielsen path then E is a linear edge, f (E) = Ew d for some root-free Nielsen path w that forms a circuit, R E = Ew ∞ andR is a ray in a lineL that projects to w. It follows that that the terminal endpoint ofẼ is contained inL. The root-free covering translation that preserves L commutes withf . After translating by some iterate of this covering translation we may assume that the terminal endpoint ofẼ is contained in any chosen liftw of w inR. This analysis justifies the next two steps of the algorithm.
Step 2 of the algorithm: Check if σ is a Nielsen path. If it is not, go to step 3. If it is, then the algorithm ends as follows. Consider the finite set of points that are the initial vertex of a linear edgeẼ with terminal endpoint inσ. If an element of this set is contained in Fix(f ) then that point is the output of the algorithm. Otherwise conclude that Fix(f ) = ∅.
We may now assume that σ is not a Nielsen path and hence that P is not fixed by any covering translation. It follows thatf is the only lift of f that fixes P and hence thatf fixes the initial endpoint of any eigenray that converges to P .
Step 3 of the algorithm : Apply Lemma 5.3 to the set of eigenrays (Definition 5.2) for f , one by one, to decide if there is an eigenray R E that shares a terminal end with R. If there is no such eigenray, then Fix(f ) = ∅. Otherwise, we have an edge E, its eigenray R E and decompositions R = τ R ′′ and R E = τ ′ R ′′ for some ray R ′′ . Let τ be the lift of τ that begins withσ and letτ ′ be the lift of τ ′ that shares a terminal endpoint withτ . Equivalently,R =τR ′′ andRẼ =τ ′R′′ . Then the initial endpoint ofτ ′ is fixed byf .
6 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We follow the proof of the existence theorem for f :
.28] filling in the pieces that were not algorithmic in the original proof. That proof begins by assuming that C is maximal which guarantees that any filtration that realizes C will be reduced. We cannot make this assumption so will arrange part of this now, leaving one step for the end. Start by applying [FH11, Theorem 2.19] to produce a relative train track map f : G → G and filtration
If H r is an EG stratum then we determine if H r is reduced, and find an intermediate φ-invariant free factor system if it is not, by applying Proposition 4.9. If it is reduced, no action is required. If it is not then extend C by adding this new free factor system and reapply [FH11, Theorem 2.19].
After finitely many such steps we may assume that each EG stratum is reduced. It may be at this point that some NEG statum is not reduced. This will be corrected during the induction step that handles NEG strata. In the meantime, this causes no problem because the rest of the algorithm makes no use of NEG strata being reduced.
The It remains to consider
Step 5, which is the induction step for NEG edges. The situation is that H s is a single NEG edge E s , that f G s−1 satisfies all the properties of a CT and that f (E s ) = E s u s for some path u s ⊂ G s−1 . Let C be the component of G s−1 that contains u s . Choose a liftẼ s of E s , letf :G →G be the lift of f that fixes the initial endpoint ofẼ s , let Γ ⊂G be the component of the full pre-image of C that contains the terminal endpoint ofẼ s and let h =f Γ : Γ → Γ. Apply Lemma 5.5 to either find a fixed point for h or to conclude that h is fixed point free and find a completely split pathσ that generates a completely split pathR. With this in hand, Step 5 becomes algorithmic. At the end of this step, f G s satisfies all the properties of a CT except perhaps that H s is not reduced. . In this case, we can enlarge C and start all over. Since there is a uniform bound to the number of distinct terms in C this process terminates in finitely many steps. (More practically, one can simply modify f : G → G as described in Example 4.11.)
Finding Fix(Φ)
The goal of this section is to give another proof of the result of Bogopolski-Maslakova [BM] that there is an algorithm that, given Φ ∈ Aut(F n ), computes Fix(Φ).
The periodic case
In this section, we examine the special case that Φ is periodic. The analysis in this section will parallel that of the general case.
Recall from Section 3.1 that if G is a marked graph andṽ ∈G is a lift to the universal cover of v ∈ G then there is an isomorphism Jṽ : π 1 (G, v) → T (G) given by mapping [γ] to the covering translation T ofG that takesṽ to the terminal endpoint of the liftγ of γ with initial endpointṽ.
Forf :G →G a lift of f : G → G, we denote the subgroup of T (G) consisting of covering translations that commute withf by Z T (f ).
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that h : G → G is a periodic homeomorphism of a marked graph G and thath :G →G is a periodic lift of h to the universal coverG. Then
(1) Fix(h) = ∅ and a pointṽ ∈ Fix(f ) can be found algorithmically.
Proof. After subdividing if necessary we may assume that h, and henceh, pointwise fixes each edge that it preserves. We are now in the setting of Bass-Serre theory and we use its language. Note thath is not hyperbolic, for otherwiseh has infinite order. Henceh is elliptic; equivalently Fix(h) = ∅. It is algorithmic to find a fixed pointṽ. Indeed, ifx ∈Σ then the midpoint of [x,h(x)] is fixed. This completes the proof of (1).
For (2), let Fix(h) denote the subtree ofΣ consisting ofh-fixed edges. Given [γ] ∈ π 1 (Fix(h), v) , letγ be the lift of γ that begins atṽ and letw be the terminal endpoint ofγ. Then T = Jṽ(γ) is the covering translation that carriesṽ tow. Sinceh fixesṽ and γ ⊂ Fix(h),h fixesw. In particular, T •h(ṽ) = T (ṽ) =w =h(w) =h • T (ṽ) and so T andh commute. We see that Jṽ(π 1 (Fix(h), v) ) is contained in Z T (h). To see surjectivity, let T ∈ Z T (h). Then T (ṽ) ∈ Fix(h). Since Fix(h) is a tree, [ṽ, T (ṽ)] descends to a closed path in Fix(h) based at v.
We could not find a reference for the following result so we have included a proof.
Lemma 7.2. There is an algorithm that, given periodic Φ ∈ Aut(F n ), computes Fix(Φ).
Proof. Let φ ∈ Out(F n ) be represented by Φ. Since the only periodic automorphisms of Z are the identity and x → −x, we may assume that n ≥ 2. The relative train track algorithm of [BH92] (see Theorem 2.1) finds a periodic homeomorphism h : G → G of a marked graph representing φ.
We recall some notation from Section 3.1. The marking homotopy equivalence is µ : (R n , * ) → (G, ⋆). Via a lift of ⋆ to⋆ ∈G we have an identification of T (G) with F n , an isomorphism J⋆ : π 1 (G, ⋆) → T (G) and a lifth :G →G that can be found algorithmically and that corresponds to Φ in a sense made precise in Section 3.1. The key points for us are thath is periodic and that Z T (h) and Fix(Φ) are equal when viewed as subgroups of T (G), see [FH11, Lemma 2.1]. Since F n has been identified via µ # with π 1 (G, ⋆), our goal is to find J −1
. By Lemma 7.1 we can algorithmically find an elementṽ ∈ Fix(h). Moreover, letting v ∈ G be the projection ofṽ and H := π 1 (Fix(h), v) < π 1 (G, v), we have Jṽ(H) = Z T (h). Letη be the path iñ G from⋆ toṽ and let η ⊂ G be its projection. A quick chase through the definitions s hows that J −1
A G-graph of Nielsen paths
For the remainder of Section 7 we assume that f : G → G is a CT. Let Σ be a (not necessarily connected) graph. It is often useful to work in the Stallings category of graphs labeled by Σ or Σ-graphs, i.e. an object is a graph H with a cellular immersion H → Σ and a morphism from The map to Σ is often suppressed. In this section we assume that H is finite but in Section 9 we allow H to be infinite. If we give H the CW -structure whose vertex set is the preimage of the vertex set of Σ, then the resulting edges of H (often called edgelets) are labeled by their image edges in Σ and we refer to the oriented edges of Σ as the set of labels. An edge-path is labeled by its sequence of oriented edges. The core of H is the Σ-graph that is the union of all immersed circles in H. H is core if it is its own core. Σ-graphs are useful because the immersion H → Σ induces an injection on the level of π 1 and so H is a geometric realization of the conjugacy class of π 1 (Σ) determined by the image of π 1 (H). Our goal in this section is to construct a G-graph whose We construct a G-graph S(f ) as follows. Start with the subgraph S 1 of G consisting of all vertices in Fix(f ) and all fixed edges. For each E ∈ Lin(f ), attach the lollipop Y µ E to S 1 (f ) at the initial vertex of E thought of as a vertex in S 1 (f ). For each EG stratum with an indivisible Nielsen path of that height, choose one µ of that height (there are only two and they differ by orientation) and attach an edge, say E µ , labeled by µ to S 1 with initial and terminal endpoints equal to those of µ. This completes the construction of the graph S(f ). There is a natural map h : S(f ) → G given by inclusion on S 1 (f ) and by the G-graph structures on each Y µ E and E µ . By construction, h is an immersion away from the attaching points in S 1 (f ) and is a local homeomorphism at each vertex in S 1 (f ). Thus S(f ) is a G-graph.
For each vertex v ∈ Fix(f ), define S(f, v) to be the component of S(f ) containing the component of S 1 (f ) that contains v. We abuse notation slightly by denoting the unique lift of v in S 1 (f ) by v. It is possible that S(f, v) is not core. (2): By construction, every circuit in S(f ) projects in G to a concatenation of fixed edges and indivisible Nielsen paths. Conversely, again using the fact that f is completely split, every φ-periodic conjugacy class is represented by a circuit σ ⊂ G that splits as a product of fixed edges and indivisible Nielsen paths. By (1), σ lifts to S(f ).
Fix(Φ) for rotationless Φ
In this section we compute Fix(Φ) for rotationless Φ ∈ Aut(F n ). We begin with the analog of Lemma 7.1(2). Recall that the unique lift of v ∈ Fix(f ) in
Lemma 7.5. For each vertex v ∈ Fix(f ) and liftṽ ∈G letĴṽ = Jṽh # :
is induced by the immersion h : S(f, v) → G. Letf :G →G be the lift of f that fixesṽ. ThenĴṽ is injective and has image equal to ZG(f ).
Proof.Ĵṽ is injective because h # is injective and Jṽ is an isomorphism.
Ifγ ⊂ S(f, v) is a closed path based atv then γ := h(γ) ⊂ G is a closed Nielsen path based at v by Lemma 7.5. Lift γ to a Nielsen pathγ ⊂G forf with initial endpointṽ. By definition, T :=Ĵṽ([γ]) is the covering translation that mapsṽ to the terminal endpointw ofγ. Sincew ∈ Fix(f ), we havef
To see thatĴṽ is surjective, let T ∈ ZG(f ). Then T (ṽ) is fixed byf and the path γ fromṽ tow is a Nielsen path forf and so projects to a closed Nielsen path γ ⊂ G based at v that lifts to a closed Nielsen pathγ ⊂ S(f ) based atv. By construction,
Lemma 7.6. There is an algorithm that, given rotationless Φ ∈ Aut(F n ), computes Fix(Φ).
Proof. Let f : G → G be a CT representing the element φ ∈ Out(F n ) determined by Φ. The setup is similar to that of Lemma 7.2. The marking homotopy equivalence is µ : (R n , * ) → (G, ⋆). Via a lift of ⋆ to⋆ ∈G we have an identification of T (G) with F n , an isomorphism J⋆ : π 1 (G, ⋆) → T (G) and a liftf :G →G that can be found algorithmically and that corresponds to Φ in a sense made precise in Section 3.1. The key point for us is that Z T (f ) and Fix(Φ) are equal when viewed as subgroups of
Apply Lemma 5.5 to decide if Fix(f ) = ∅. If Fix(f ) = ∅ then Lemma 5.5 findsṽ ∈ Fix(f ). Let v ∈ G be the projection of v, let η ⊂ G be the projection of the pathη ⊂G from⋆ toṽ, let h : S(f, v) → G be the immersion given by the G-structure and letv be a lift of v to S(f, v). Define H = h # (π 1 (S(f, v), v) < π 1 (G, v). Arguing as in Lemma 7.2, with Lemma 7.1(2) replaced by Lemma 7.5 we conclude that Fix(Φ) is identified with H η < π 1 (G, ⋆). Since F n has been identified via µ # with π 1 (G, ⋆), we are done.
If Fix(f ) = ∅ thenf is not principal [FH11, Corollary 3.17] and so Rank(Fix(Φ) ≤ 1 [FH11, Remark 3.3] and Fix N (∂f ) = Fix N (∂Φ) has at most two points. Lemma 5.5 finds a completely split pathσ that generates a rayR. There are two subcases. If the projected image σ ⊂ G is not a Nielsen path then |f k # (σ)| → ∞ and [GJLL98, Proposition I.1] implies that the terminal endpoint P ofR =σ ·f # (σ) ·f 2 # (σ) · . . ., which is evidently fixed by ∂f , is an attractor for the action of ∂f , is contained in Fix N (∂f ) and is not the endpoint of an axis of a covering translation. If Z T (f ) contains a non-trivial element T then the T -orbit of P would be an infinite set in Fix N (∂f ). This contradiction shows that Z T (f ), and hence Fix(Φ), is trivial. The remaining subcase is that σ is a Nielsen path. Letṽ andw be the initial and terminal endpoints ofσ respectively and let T be the covering translation that carriesṽ tõ w. Sincef # (σ) is the unique lift of σ with initial endpoint atw, we havef (ṽ) = T (ṽ) =w andf (w) = T (w). Thusf T (ṽ) = Tf (ṽ) and T ∈ Z T (f ). Equivalently Jṽ([σ]) ∈ Z T (f ). Letting H < π 1 (G, v) be the primitive cyclic subgroup that contains [σ], we have Jṽ(H) = Z T (f ) and the usual argument shows that Fix(Φ) is identified with H η < π 1 (G, ⋆). As usual, throughout Section 9, f : G → G will denote a CT for φ. The goal of this section is to describe a G-graph representing Fix N (∂φ).
Abstract Stallings graph
In terms of f , we will define two G-graphs; one definition is abstract and the other constructive. In Section 9.3, we will see these two G-graphs are naturally isomorphic. In this section, we give the abstract definition. 
Constructive Stallings graph
In this section we define a second G-graph, CS(f ). In Section 9.3 we will verify that AS(f ) and CS(f ) are naturally isomorphic G-graphs. CS(f ) will be constructed by adding a third stage to the construction of S(f ).
Stage 3. For each E ∈ E f , attach R E to S(f ) by identifying the initial endpoint of R E with the initial endpoint of E thought of as a vertex in S 1 . The result maps to G and CS(f ) is the result of folding this map. An equivalent description of CS(f ) is to attach R E for each E ∈ E f that is not an initial edge of a Nielsen path of EG-height and to attach Y µ to S(f ) along µ for each Nielsen path µ of EG-height.
Remark 9.1. From the definition of CS(f ) it is clear that CS(f ) has finite type. Given that the construction of S(f ) is algorithmic and that any initial segment of a ray R E of prescribed length can be explicitly computed, it follows that there is an algorithm that, given d > 0, constructs the d-neighborhood (in the graph metric) of
... 
Properties of AS(f ) and CS(f )
In this section we record some properties of AS(f ) and CS(f ) including the fact that AS(f ) and CS(f ) are naturally isomorphic G-graphs. Recall from the construction of CS(f ) that its principal vertices correspond bijectively to principal vertices in G. We use the same name (usually v) for corresponding principal vertices. We defined the term core of a Σ-graph H in Section 7.2. The weak core of H is the union of all immersed lines in H. H is weakly core if it is its own weak core. We say that H has finite type if it is the union of a finite graph and finitely many rays.
(1) CS(f ) has finite type and all vertices have valence ≥ 2. In particular, CS(f ) is weakly core.
Proof. By construction, CS(f ) has finite type and its non-principal vertices have valence either two or three. By [FH11, Lemma 4.14], a principal vertex v has at least two fixed directions in G, each corresponding to a fixed edge, an edge in Lin(f ), or an edge in E f . By construction, each of these edges contributes a direction at v in CS(f ). Thus all principal vertices, and hence all vertices, have valence at least two. (b) a concatenation of fixed edges and indivisible Nielsen paths followed by the ray E · u ∞ E for some E ∈ Lin(f ) (in which case the lift again converges to a point in the closure of Fix(f )); or (c) a concatenation of fixed edges and indivisible Nielsen paths followed by R E for some E ∈ E f (in which case the lift converges to an isolated point of Fix N (∂f ) by Lemma 5.4).
For the other containment, letR = [ṽ, P ) be a ray inG with initial vertexṽ and an end P in Fix N (∂f ). There are two cases. If P is isolated then R has the form as in (c) by [FH11, Lemma 3.21]. Otherwise there are pointsx 0 ,x 1 , . . . iñ G converging to P that are fixed byf . If one can choose such points inR then we are in case (a); if not, then we may assume thatx 1 is last fixed point inR.
The pathα k fromx 1 tox k is a concatenation of subpathsα k =ρ 1 . . .ρ m each of which is either a fixed edge or an indivisible Nielsen path. Sincex 1 is the last fixed point inR,ρ 1 contains all ofα k ∩R. Since fixed edges and indivisible Nielsen paths of EG-height have uniformly bounded length, it follows that for all sufficiently large k there exists E ∈ Lin(f ) such thatρ 1 = Eu * EĒ . Since this holds for all large k, R has the form in (b). This completes the proof of (3).
(4) AS(f ) and CS(f ) are naturally isomorphic G-graphs.
Proof. We established a bijective correspondence between components of CS(f ) and AS(f ) and we will show that corresponding components are naturally isomorphic. More precisely, in terms of the notation of Property (3) we will show that the isomorphism CS(f, 
Appendix: Hyperbolic and atoroidal automorphisms
In this appendix we use CTs to reprove the result of Brinkmann that was quoted in the proof of Corollary 1.6.
Lemma ([Bri00]). Suppose that no conjugacy class in F n is fixed by an iterate of φ. Then φ is hyperbolic.
Proof. Suppose that Λ • [a] is not weakly attracted to Λ + i under iteration by φ.
• [a] is not weakly attracted to Λ − i under iteration by φ −1 .
• [a] is carried by A i .
In particular, A i does not carry Λ • f N (σ j ) does not contain δ i orδ i as a subpath.
By focusing on the 'middle' of each σ j and passing to a subsequence we may assume that there are subpaths β j ⊂ σ j such that β 1 ⊂ β 2 ⊂ . . . is an increasing sequence of paths whose union is a line β ⊂ G. As verified above, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ m such that A i does not carry β. By [HMb, Lemma 1.6] h ## (β j ) ⊂ h ## (β j+1 ) ∩ h ## (σ j ) and h # (β) is the union of the h ## (β j )'s. It follows that h # (β) does not contain δ In conjunction with the above displayed inequalities this completes the proof of the lemma if |σ| ≥ 2L. As there are only finitely many remainingσ and none of these is fixed by an iterate of φ we are done.
